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ABSTRACT 
The target of this research is to test the influence of information frame at 

individual decision making and group in a condition hypothetical and real. This 

experiment share is expected by participant of decision taker have the level of risk 

preference to the selected choice. Divided into two experiment shares, experiment 1 

conducted to test the decision making individually use 20 undergraduate majors of 

accounting UPN “Veteran”, while experiment 2 conducted to test the decision making 

in group, using 60 undergraduate student which divided into 20 group which is the each 

have member 3 people. Result of examination indicate that condition of individual 

reality tend to the risk-adverse, particularly again for the definition of big, result of 

agree the previous examination by Kuhberger et al (2002). 
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A. ANTECEDENT 

Rational theory in decision making express that us have to chosen one best choice 

among some choice which on the market. But Simon (1976) arguing that the finding 

that people have felt “satisfied” with its choice when firs choice alternative have up to 

minimum standard. Miller and Starr (1967) laying open term “incremental 

improvement” as strategy reach the satisfaction in decision making. At the decision 

making although both choice couple presented objectively is same, individual fixed 

chosen the choice A compare with Choice B, and Choice D compared with Choice C. 

this unconsistency is known as “framing diffraction” indicating that people tend to 

avoid the risk when result which emerge assumed to profit, and look for the risk when 

its result estimated to harm the frame relate to how we feel or structure of an decision 

(Play and Lambert, 1998). 

From many research in area of decision making found by difference pattern of the 

decision making for the case of factual with the case having the character of 

hypothetical. Found by the existence of improvement a participant alacrity in taking risk 

when participant play at for the money of in number truthfully (Edwards, 1953). Slovic 

(1969) also find that there is strategy difference used by participant at real definition and 

hypothetical definition. Inferential so that when conducted by research in decision 

making area require to be considered how subject confronted. The problem which in the 

fact and to connect with level of choice of the risk subject. Many research in the field of 

this only laying open how subject suppose the x’self into an position which reality 

which do not might possibly will give the difference of decision pattern when that thing 

represent the case which in fact (Kuhberger et al., 2002), so that part of this need to be 

checked furthermore. 
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B. ANALYZE THE LITERATURE AND HYPOTHESIS 

1. Conception of Information Process 

 Information process gave the important paradigm in psychology area 

representing development from computer science and communications 

knowledge as an alternative of part of behavior. Conceptually processing of 

information of human being processed from under to the (Fiedler, 1996; 

Finske and Taylor, 1991). All expert of the information processing lay open 

that knowledge organized to be kept in memory used to guide the memory 

and friction. Information theory can assist we comprehend how visible 

information when that information differ. 

Behavior theory of decision making lay open that individual have 

cognate limitation and because organizational complexity and world in 

general, they have to conduct action at condition of uncertainty and 

frequently experience of the muzziness and also incomplete information. 

(Luthans, 1995). there are some theory used in information process by 

individual among others is expected utility theory, prospect theory and some 

other theory representing completion from previous theory. As known, many 

research recently adopting information process related theory, like research 

Kim (1992) and also Schaubroeke and Davis, (1994). 

 

2. Decision- Making Processes 

Research of related decision making economic area, management and 

accountancy till now many predominated by expected utility theory which of 
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opinion that decision taker is rationalist and have for the information process 

perfectly in  taking choice best (Morgan, 1986 in Gudono and Hartadi, 

1998). Rationality  assumption also oblige the existence of consistency and 

coherency in taken decision (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981). But everyday 

fact show to the number of deviation which cannot be explained by the 

theory, so that emerge the prospect theory alternatively used in research. 

The outline of work in decision making is; First identifying clearly the 

real problem. Many problem which not diagnostic properly, because the 

decision maker fail in to identify. The mentioned because of first the 

problem frame in the form of imprecise. And also the developing list of 

action alternative. Action alternative which with quality can be conducted 

with select all choice which possible. 

 

2.1. Individual Decision making 

There are four individual behavior influencing decision making that is; 

values, personality, propensity of risk and potential of dissonance 

(Gibson et al., 1991) according to Stewart and Shamdasani (1990), 

characteristic individually influence the group process pass through 

two  way of; (1) Characteristic personal from individual (Physical, 

personality, demography), will determine the existing individual 

behavior in group and how others respond to them (2) Combination 

from various characteristic personal will influence the group behavior.  
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2.2. Group Decision Making 

Many of action taken by a organization represent the evaluation from 

one or more group decision. Or equally that in this time decision intake 

in group become a trend. According to Robbins (1991) group is two or 

more individual which have interaction and interdependence, what is 

by together reach the specific purpose. Issue of decision making group 

of pursuant to two reasons; first many decision of like capital budget 

and evaluate the performance made by a group of manager compare to 

by individual manager. (Anthony et al., 1989; Drucker, 1998 and 

Lawler 1986). Consistent secondly with the first research that all 

researcher of accounting management find that important to conduct 

the research accounting phenomenon management from in perspective 

of group (Libby and Luft, 1993). Na’im (1998) laying open that many 

decision made by group than by individually. In evaluation of group 

performance, there is two issue which emerge the group polarization 

and hindsight deflect. From its research, Na’im (1998) finding that 

influence from bigger result information at group decision compared to 

individually. According to Robbins (1991), phenomenon that happened 

in decision making in group is: (1) Group think. Is the phenomenon of 

where norm from the consensus of to over rule the realistic alternative 

action assessment. This matter explain the situation of where group 

pressure to live with to hinder the group to increase critical view and 

minor opinion, and also view which do not popular. (2) Group-shift. A 
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change in decision to risk between decision of individual decision and 

group, in a group growing up at conservatism or larger ones risk. 

 

3. Prospect Theory 

Tversky and Kahneman (1979) developing this theory to improve the 

failure descriptive from usefulness of theory of decision making SEU. 

Theoritical prospect, one would esteem a certain  advantage more than an 

advantage of larger ones for the situation of positive conversely to the 

condition of negativity. Though prospect theory very famous in west state, 

the theory perhaps cannot off hand cited or made by a reference materials in 

research in Indonesia. Differ from the exact reaction of chemistry and 

physics formula, behavioral human being many depended by cultural and 

social aspect (Gudono and Hartadi, 1998). 

In the prospect theory of result decision describe by positive deviation 

or negativity (advantage and disadvantage) from a dot reference having the 

character of neural specified by its value equal to zero. S-Shape indicate that 

the individual of risk behavior-seeking in area of loss and risk-averse in area 

gain. Can be said that the loss feeling relate to the natural loss is bigger than 

easiness related to advantage obtained is same in number 

4. Frame Influence 

Tversky and kahneman (1979) laying open that an individual 

interpretation to event vary is not only pursuant to experience obtained but 

also pursuant to way of where the situation framed the. Frame relate to how 

we feel or structure of a decision ( Play and Lambert, 1998). While 
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according to some other researcher (Tversky & Kahneman, 1979, 1981; 

Rutledge and Harrel, 1994; Gudono and Hartadi, 1998) frame relate to how 

fact or information laid open. Frame consisted of two level that is positive 

frame and negative frame (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981; Gudono and 

Hartadi; 1998; Rutledge and Harrel, 1994). Positive frame depicted in 

terminology of advantages potency of the while negative frame depicted in 

terminology of advantages potency of the while negative frame depicted in 

terminology of loss potency. Other side, Lipe (1993) and Na’im, (1998) 

using cost and loss frame in information frame. 

5. Hypothetical and Real Decision Situation. 

Wiseman And Levin (1996) laying open that issue of difference 

preference as a fungtion when residing at hypothetical and real consequence 

have the implication which significancy for the research of judgement and 

decision making. In the research using hypothetical scenario, all participant 

asked to conceive to stay in the case and then evaluate the choice which 

possible or take the decision in the scenario. This represent the real fact 

about decision research that acceptable imaginative situation usage as legal 

medium to study the real decision behavior. While the other psychology 

region, a kind method of this pertained by something that must be 

questioned. 

Hereinafter Slovic (1969) find that there are difference of strategy 

choice for the definition of real and definition hypothetical. Marginally, all 

psychologist have a notion that hypothetical choice give the real correct 

picture of the choice of real. (Beattie & Loomes, 1997; Camerer, 1995, 
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Camerer & Hogarthm 1999; Harrison, 1994; Hertwig & Ortmann, 2001). In 

the reality the decision maker given on to a future consequence will make 

decision by more taking a care. As expressed by Kuhberger et al., (2002) 

that consequence to be accepted by individual, will make they feel the 

feeling which uncertain, pressure, and nervous about (like stomachache) and 

that decision is taken by on the basis of calculation taking a care. 

  

C. BASIS FOR THEORY AND HYPOTHESIS FORMULATION. 

1. Hypothesis of frame hypothetically in individual decision making. 

Pursuant to research in frame area, (Tversky and Kahnemean, 1981; 

Gudono and Hartadi, 1998; Rudledge And Harrel, 1994) individual assumed 

will accept the risk of condition of loss and refuse the risk at condition of 

profit gain. But the next research find that frame influence only happened at 

size measure big nominal definition, while for the size measure of small 

nominal definition, is not  found by the existence of frame influence. 

Individual big definition tend to refuse the risk of a positive frame and 

accept the risk of a negative frame (Kuhberger Et al., 2002). The other 

research area also show the consistency that big nominal definition will 

make the individual decision strategy differ from the small definition 

(Pommerehne Et al., 1982; Grether Et al., 1979; Levin Et al., 1988, Wiseman 

and Levin, 1996). Thereby, alternative hypothesis raised is: 

H1: in a condition decision frame hypothetically with the small 

definition, individual more accepting risk. 
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H2: in a condition decision frame hypothetically with the big definition, 

individual refuse the risk. 

2.  Hypothesis of frame manifestly in individual decision making. 

As according with the research by Kuhberger et al (2002), indicating 

that even if real in a condition, the pattern of decision making conducted by 

participant is same as hypothetical in a condition. Consistence with the 

previous research, there is no difference between condition of reality and 

hypothetical (Wiseman and Levin, 1996; Beattie and Loomes, 1969; Slovic 

Et al., 1978; Meyerowitz Et al., 1987; Levin Et al., 1988). Thereby, 

alternative hypothesis raised is: 

H3:  in a condition decision frame manifestly with the small definition, 

individual more accepting of risk. 

H4:  in a condition frame manifestly with the big definition, individual 

more refusing of risk. 

3.  Hypothesis of group decision making. 

Paese Et al., (1993) finding that when presented by a same frame to 

decision of group and individual, frame influence will be more be gib in 

group decision compared to in individually. This matter is also supported by 

research of Rudledge and Harrel, (1994) layin open that happened by the 

group-shift of at decision making group in a condition frame become more 

refusing of risk or more accepting risk compared by a individual decision. In 

the same decision direction, the group decision making more extreme 

compared by a individual decision. On that account there are possible to 

difference of pattern decision making among individual with the group of 
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decision frame at hypothetical and real situation. Pursuant to description, of 

above, hence to test whether friction of decision individual-group also 

happened in decision frame, hence hypothesis raised shall be as follows: 

H5:  in a condition decision frame hypothetically with the small 

definition, decision making by group more extreme (accepting 

risk) than individual. 

H6:  in a condition decision frame hypothetically with the big definition, 

decision making by group more extreme (refusing risk) than 

individual. 

H7:  in a condition decision frame manifestly with the small definition, 

decision making by group more extreme (accepting risk) that 

individual. 

H8:  in a condition decision frame manifestly with the big definition, 

decision making by group more extreme (refusing risk) that 

individual. 

4.  Alliance Hypothesis 

This research formulated by hypothesis to examinee variable that is 

frame variable, definition and condition of, and also its influence to 

individual decision making and group. Is so that formulated by the following 

alliance hypothesis: 

H9:  there are frame influence, definition and condition of to individual 

decision making and group. 
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D. RESEARCH METHOD 

The experiment has a background of investment election used to the 

investigation of research hypothesis. Experiment use three independent variable / 

treatment that is variable of information frame, definition variable, variable of 

condition and one variable dependent that is decision making variable. 

1. Experiment Execution 

Experiment 1 (decision making individually). 

Fist step 

Subject asked to do a quiz, where the quiz is represent by the nominal 

size measure to be accepted subject. Subject will be assessed by pursuant to 

quiz result done, if subject do and 50% real correct up answer, hence subject 

will be given money nominal of a number of 50 thousand rupiah, and 

continue the next step. While to subject owning real correct answer less than 

50% hence cannot accept a number of money and is not enabled to continue 

the next step 

 

Second step 

Every participant given a book contain 4 case framed positively. Each 

scenario reside in separate on page. Particiapant asked to chosen the choice 

A or choice B to each scenario. After make decision the, participant give the 

showing level their degree preference to the selected choice. This level good 

for measuring preference subject to the choice selected to be compared by an 

choice which not selected. Preference measured at scale 1-6. For the case of 

3 and 4 this, participant passed in to by enter into a separate room and 
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confronted with a desk “ante” where participant will chosen the choice of A 

or choice B like previously. Next ½. When participant express the choice B 

(risk choice) hence participant have to chosen one of the ball yellow and turn 

white existing in box closed 

 

Third step 

It is equal to first step, participant given by 4 case framed negatively. 

And participant asked to take choice the A or choice B to each case. The 

next procedure is equal to second step. 

 

Experiment 2 (decision making in group) 

At both shares of experiment, participant grouped by random, each 

consisted by three people. To entire group, experiment procedure is same as 

first shares. However participant at level group asked to make the consensus 

to concerning the choice. 

2. Method Analyze the Data 

As told previously, this experiments use 3 treatment variable. That is 

frame, definition and condition of and also one independent variable that 

decision. Utilize to know (1) the third variable influence the decision subject 

and (2) there are interaction influence among two or more treatment variable 

in influencing decision subject, hence researcher use the test of Analysis of 

Variable (ANOVA), while to see the probability subject to risk choice used 

by Binominal Nonparametric Tests. 
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E. RESULT OF RESEARCH AND SOLUTION  

1.  Characteristic of Participant 

Counted 90 accounting UPN “Veteran” Yogyakarta student involved as 

research participant. In this research, they project x’self as decision taker 

(individual and group) what is given on to case of decision frame. The 

characteristic of participant demography consisted by 4 body work that is age, 

gender, IPK and amount of expenditure each month. Result of data processing of 

participant characteristic is entirely presented in enclosure 1. The age 

characteristic of the young participant is 20 year to 23 year old. Mean old age the 

participant is 20,8 year. Most participant is men (63 people) while woman amount 

to 27 people. Participant is accounting student majors, accounting management 

and statistical. 

2 Hypothesis examination 

First Hypothesis 

Binomial tables test the first hypothesis 

  Category N Observed Prop. Test Prop. Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) 

KEP Group 1 Risk taker 39 ,65 ,50 ,028 

 Group 2 Risk adverse 21 ,35   

 Total  60 1,00   

 a Based on Z Approximation 

Tables indicate that the frame hypothetically with the individual small 

definition tend to accept the risk (risk taker). By p=0,028 so that p<0,05. 

thereby supported first hypothesis. 
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Second Hypothesis 

Binomial tables test the second hypothesis 

  Category N Observed Prop. Test Prop. Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) 

KEP Group 1 Risk taker 28 ,47 ,50 ,699 

 Group 2 Risk adverse 32 ,53   

 Total  60 1,00   

 a Based on Z Approximation 

Tables indicate that the frame hypothetically with the individual big 

definition tend to refuse the risk (risk adverse). By P=0,699 so that p>0,05. 

Thereby hypothesis are not supported. 

 

Third Hypothesis 

Binomial tables test the third hypothesis 

  Category N Observed Prop. Test Prop. Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) 

KEP Group 1 Risk taker 32 ,53 ,50 1,000 

 Group 2 Risk adverse 28 ,47   

 Total  60 1,00   

 a Based on Z Approximation 

Tables indicate that the frame manifestly with the individual small definition 

tend to accept the risk (risk taker). By P=1,000 so that p>0,05. Thereby 

hypothesis are not supported. 
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Fourth Hypothesis 

Binomial tables test the fourth hypothesis 

  Category N Observed Prop. Test Prop. Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) 

KEP Group 1 Risk taker 18 ,30 ,50 ,003 

 Group 2 Risk adverse 42 ,70   

 Total  60 1,00   

 a Based on Z Approximation 

Tables indicate that the frame manifestly with the individual big definition 

tend to refuse the risk (risk adverse). By P=0,003 so that p<0,05. Thereby 

fourth hypothesis are supported. 

 

Fifth Hypothesis 

Binomial tables test the fifth hypothesis 

  Category N Observed Prop. Test Prop. Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) 

KEP Group 1 Risk taker 27 ,68 ,50 ,040 

 Group 2 Risk adverse 13 ,32   

 Total  40 1,00   

 a Based on Z Approximation 

Tables indicate that the frame hypothetically with the small definition group 

tend to take the decision more extreme (risk taker) compared than an 

individual. By P=0,040 in a condition which is equal to individual so that 

p>0,05 of hence fifth hypothesis are not supported. 
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Sixth Hypothesis 

Binomial tables test the sixth hypothesis 

  Category N Observed Prop. Test Prop. Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) 

KEP Group 1 Risk taker 28 ,70 ,50 ,018 

 Group 2 Risk adverse 12 ,30   

 Total  40 1,00   

 a Based on Z Approximation 

Tables indicate that the frame hypothetically with the big definition group 

tend to take the decision more extreme (risk adverse) compared than an 

individual. By P=0,018 significan to the condition of at variance with 

hypothesis, while p individu = 0,429 for the decision making to accept the 

risk (risk taker) hence sixth hypothesis are not supported. 

Seventh Hypothesis 

Binomial tables test the seventh hypothesis 

  Category N Observed Prop. Test Prop. Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) 

KEP Group 1 Risk taker 24 ,60 ,50 ,268 

 Group 2 Risk adverse 16 ,40   

 Total  40 1,00   

 a Based on Z Approximation 

Tables indicate that the frame manifestly with the small definition group 

tend to take the decision more extreme (risk taker) compared than an 

individual. By P=0,268 in a condition which is equal to individual p = 0,699. 

At this condition, group more extreme compared than individual in risk 
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intake, but it’s not significan at p=0,05 that seventh  hypothesis are not 

supported. 

 

Eight Hypothesis 

Binomial tables test the eight hypothesis 

  Category N Observed Prop. Test Prop. Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) 

KEP Group 1 Risk taker 9 ,23 ,50 ,001 

 Group 2 Risk adverse 31 ,78   

 Total  40 1,00   

 a Based on Z Approximation 

Tables indicate that the frame manifestly with the big definition group tend 

to take the decision more extreme (risk adverse) compared than an 

individual. By P=0,001 in a condition which is equal to individual p = 0,003,  

proven that group more extreme than individual, hence supported eight 

hypothesis. 

 

Ninth Hypothesis 

Ninth hypothesis aim to decision making test, individual good and also 

group, influence by treatment variable that is frame, condition of and 

definition. To test this hypothesis use the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). 

From examination result of enclosure 3 obtained in individual decision 

making p=0,019 while for the group of p=0,017. Because smaller than a = 

0,05 hence supported ninth hypothesis. 
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From hypothesis examination, obtained result than supported first hypothesis, this 

matter as according to result of research of Kuhberger et al (2002) that individual will 

tend to accept the risk at condition of hypothetical frame with the definition which is 

small. But for the hypothesis of two condition of frame hypothetically with the big 

definition assumed that individual will refuse the risk is not supported. According to 

writer anticipation, individual more focusing at hypothetically decision making 

scenario, where individual do not feel the abundant loss to take the risk at the condition 

(Kuhberger et al, 2002), so that understanding to inexistence of period to come 

consequence, making individual tend to take the risk. And so do for the hypothesis of 

third were individual assumed will accept the risk at condition of real frame with the 

small definition. This hypothesis is not supported, where individual more tend to refuse 

the risk at this condition. This matter as according to find of some previous research, 

that individual will be more take a care if playing at nominal in number real money, 

though small nominal in number (Kuhberger et al, 2002; Slovic, 1969; Grether & Plott, 

1979; Reilly, 1982). Supported by fourth hypothesis examination, this matter as 

according to research of Kuhberger et al (2002), in condition of frame manifestly  at a 

big definition of individual will be more refuse risk. 

Hereinafter for the examination of hypotesis in group, found that hypothesis 5, 

hypothesis 6 and hypothesis 7 is not supported. From examination result is not found by 

difference between individual decision making and group. This matter oppose against 

the research is about decision making in group, finding that decision making of group 

more extreme than individual decision (Stoner, 1961; Zavalloni, 1969; Meyers and 

Lamm, 1976; Rudledge and Harrel, 1994). According to writer anticipation, this matter 

is caused by the existence of there are some one who dominant in group, so that group 
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decision yielded represent the representative from dominant individual in group, such as 

those which explained by Wallach (1965). 

 

Hereinafter for the hypothesis of eight expressing that group decision will be more 

extreme (refusing risk) frame manifestly than the big definition, supported. This matter 

as according to finding of Kuhberger et al (2002) that in a condition with the  real 

money will bring the subject to be more take a care. This finding is consistent also with 

the previous finding from Slovic (1969) indicating that there is a difference strategy by 

subject in decision hypothetically and real in big definition. And also Lichtenstein ea al 

(1971), Grether et al (1982), they find that there is difference of problem selected at real 

and hypothetical condition. 

Hereinafter examination of alliance hypothesis find that for the decision making of 

individual and also group influence by frame variable, condition and definition. This 

finding is consistent with the finding of Kuhberger et al., (2002) that third the variable 

influence decision making. 

 

F.   THE CONCLUDE, IMPLICATION, LIMITATION AND FUTURE 

RESEARCH 

Conclude 

This research aim to test subject decision to certain investment influence 

by information presentation, nominal size measure of investment of performed 

within real and hypothetical condition. Hypothesis in this research assumed that 

real in a condition hypothetical and also, tend subject to instruct the decision at 

nominal size measure of investment. Found that real and hypothetical condition 
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difference more instructing to nominal size measure. Also individual and group 

more take a care when dealing with nominal amount of big money. In this 

research also found that participant more taking a care at real case in a condition, 

because they will accept the real consequence from the decision. In this research 

also found that individual decision it is true tend to more extreme in a few case, 

but for a few next case of group decision do not differ compared  to an individual 

decision. 

 

Research Implication 

This research tried to join the matter have been checked with the new 

variable in this topic. The especial target of this research is test empirically is 

raised hypothesis. Previously Gudono and Hartadi (1998) lay open that applying 

of prospect theory in Indonesia must be done neglectlessly, this matter related to 

the culture going into effect. In their research find the difference matter from 

research of Kahneman and Tversky (1979), Indonesian people tend to have the 

low risk-adverse in positive frame, anticipated because of habit of information 

acceptance framed positively in daily habit. On the contrary in this research find 

that participant tend to have the high risk-adverse at the condition of frame 

manifestly, particularly again at big definition. This matter is very attractive to be 

re-checked in difference case.          

 

Limitation and Future Research 

This research use the laboratory experiment by setting is decision making 

investment. Especial weakness of this research with this method is the lack of free 
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variable strength (kerlinger, 2000; Kuhberger 2002) in explaining individual 

behavior in decision making investment. On that account, setting used in 

experiment differ from the setting decision making in real investment. Student are 

usage as research participant, this matter can generate the diffraction because 

usage of student participant might not as according to wanted participant. Ought to 

the who really have profession as manager and involved direct in decision making 

investment. 

This research succeed to prove that way of information presented in the 

reality can influence the individual decision or group decision. This research 

indicate that the condition give the influence to decision subject become braver or 

taking care. At the next research, to avoid the existing weakness in this research, 

researcher suggested that used experiment design by using participant of decision 

maker or manager level. Hereinafter require to be given the special emphasis at 

frame case manifestly, in setting payment of actual result, consideration mount the 

difficulty obtain a number of money give the understanding. So the participant 

feel that money obtained represent the result of an hard work.    

 

 
 
 
 
 


